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Google Enters the Web Video Fray with WebM
Description
n May of 2005, a little video sharing web site known as YouTube was released to the public. Within a year, 100
million videos were being watched every day on the service. Google purchased YouTube in October of 2006
and as of this writing, 2 billion videos are being watched daily. So it seems unnecessary, even trite, to claim
that Google has made video a mainstay on our computer screens. Yet, Google's February 2010 acquisition of
On2 Technologies and its subsequent announcement of the WebM Project have transitioned the company's
role and influence on web video from the equivalent of a TV channel to a movie studio with worldwide reach.
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Google Enters the Web Video Fray with
WebM
Posted on June 1, 2010 by Editor
By Michael Geraci
In May of 2005, a little video sharing web site known as YouTube was released to the public.
Within a year, 100 million videos were being watched every day on the service. Google
purchased YouTube in October of 2006 and as of this writing, 2 billion videos are being watched
daily [1]. So it seems unnecessary, even trite, to claim that Google has made video a mainstay
on our computer screens. Yet, Google’s February 2010 acquisition of On2 Technologies and its
subsequent announcement of the WebM Project have transitioned the company’s role and
influence on web video from the equivalent of a TV channel to a movie studio with worldwide
reach.
What’s most interesting about this latest move by the Googlenaut is that the WebM Project
seeks to make video on the web free of any licensing requirements, plug-in demands, and
corporate control. It is the boldest move to date to make video creation and playback on the
Internet freely accessible to producers and consumers, a move that, according to one source
“…has thrown the video world into turmoil.” [2].
“What’s the big deal?” you may be asking. Hasn’t video been free all along? After all, don’t we
post and watch videos on YouTube and other similar services without paying royalties or fees?
Not really. Any time we create a digital video and post it on the web, we are, at some point,
formatting that file to conform with technological standards put in place by corporations that lay
down the ground rules for that videos encoding. Such ground rules exist because they, in small
or large doses, benefit the private interests of the corporations that created them.
YouTube, for example, has always defaulted to Adobe’s FLV video format for encoding. Files that
do not conform are converted upon upload, and their playback in the web browser requires that
you have Adobe’s Flash Player plug-in installed. Apple, on the other hand, maintains and
promotes its QuickTime architecture and its preferred web format, H.264. This format reportedly
costs some browser developers $5 million in licensing fees to include natively in their software [3].
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Google’s WebM Project hopes to break video free from any single private interest and place its
future development in the hands of everyone.
When Google bought On2 Technologies [4], they became the proud owners of the VP8 video
codec. A codec is a software algorithm for packaging the massive amount of data required for
video files in a way that makes their delivery and playback manageable on a variety of software,
hardware and network infrastructures. The VP8 codec is valued at $120 million and Google’s
WebM Project, announced at its annual I/O Conference in May 2010, releases it as open source
software under a BSD-style royalty free license [5]. It is effectively free.
VP8 is a definite step forward in video encoding. It puts Ogg Theora, the current open-source
video format, to shame, and with Google’s might and cache behind it, it has the potential to
quickly catch up with FLV and H.264 in terms of its speed, quality and functionality. At the
announcement, Google demonstrated that encoding speed in VP8 is already equal or better than
in H.264 and with higher quality results, but certain features that some have come to enjoy with
the commercial formats, such as full-screen viewing, closed captioning, and live streaming are
not implemented in the codec. These omissions will be fodder for the development community to
tackle and, in my opinion, don’t present too great of a challenge given the rate of development
we’ve seen in other areas where Google has played a stewardship role, such as mapping and
calendaring.
But don’t go hunting for WebM video just yet. While video now gets to be free, the clients you
use to traverse the web and interact with its content are still mostly provided to you at the whim
of the corporations, many of who would rather not see WebM become de rigueur on the web.
Your browser, for one, is the biggest hurdle that WebM must clear. As of May 2010, Google
Chrome (naturally), Firefox, and Opera have released WebM compatible builds of their browsers.
Apple and Microsoft have not given any word as to their support of WebM in Safari and Internet
Explorer. Steve Jobs’ only response, when asked about Google’s release of VP8 was to
reference a blog post [6] that indicates that VP8 does not currently stack up against H.264.
If you’re using a WebM-capable version of Chrome, Opera, or Firefox, you can participate in
YouTube’s HTML5 Video Beta by signing up at http://www.youtube.com/html5. If you have
some digital videos that you want to convert to the WebM standard to see it for yourself, you can
download the open source conversion utility FFmpeg at http://www.ffmpeg.org. As other
hardware and software companies adopt the WebM standard, we’ll start to see WebM options
proliferate in the video eco-system. For example, Skype will move its video stream over to WebM
[7], and Adobe has recently announced [8] that Flash Player will support VP8 encoded content,
which indicates that their Creative Suite applications will likely play ball with Google’s initiative, if
only to spite Apple (but that’s another story).
Finally it’s worth noting that like any other open source technology, the potential for less than
well-meaning uses for it are cause for concern. In a September 2009 article [9], CNet refers to a
Symantec report that “around 10 percent of the trojan market is now open source.” According
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to the IPTV Times [10] even open source video can become a carrier of malicious code. Could
YouTube become an instant and worldwide threat to computer security in the future? With 2
billion views per day, let’s hope not.
The SDK, software developer’s kit, and developer community are accessible on the WebM site
at http://www.webmproject.org. Non-developers can learn about the project, gain access to
encoding utilities and keep up with the project’s progress on the site too.
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